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Foreword

A first thesis is a beginning, an
attempt at presenting a subject
knowledgeably, finding key
relationships, and presenting
them as clearly as possible.
There is no attempt at a manifesto or truth. Conclusions appear more as observations or
general comprehensions, or
perhaps restating the topic
more simply. But most important to any thesis of architecture is the physical reality or
project(s) which allow the architect to ground the questions which the thesis is posing. Words are not an element
of, or a substitute for architecture. The conviction beingthat
theory and design should develop simultaneously. The
impetus, however, should be
physic~! architectural concern.
The impetuous project here
was an urban plaza, an open
space in the city with a character of place, designed to
foster and encourage culture
through architecture.

Introduction

Urban form, or precisely an exegesis of urban form is the subject of the thesis. The concepts
chosen to define the subject are archetypes, topology, and morphology. They seem to
provide an essential base from where one can comprehend the city in terms of architecture.
Discussed is the city made of archetypes, topology, and morphology, an essential city
made of architecture. Where architecture becomes man's constructed nature, an endeavor
to subrogate culture for instinct. There is another city, the amorphous city made of allegory,
ambiguity, and alienation, perhaps the subject of another thesis. And finally the city more
of us know, the noncommittal city, which is abound with architectural opportunities. This
was the type of city chosen for the design portion of the thesis. Understanding urban form
requires legitimate architectural criticism, critical analysis that demands autonomous
consideration. It will be shown that architecture thrives under the auspices of autonomy.
The topics were selected because they continued to pervade thoughts and projects in the
origination of a search for urban form. Although the focus is urban form and the city;
archetypes, topology, and morphology are likewise successful in the study of rural
architecture. This applies especially to the farm with its notable spatial arrangements and
artifacts.
Archetypes were not the initiator. The preemptive desire to find a language of arch itectura I
elements; elements as reductive form, which have dominated or persisted through
architectural form from its origin . What does it mean to discuss architecture in terms of the
temenos, the gateway, the wall, the street, and the square? Thus exposing th~ subject to the
scrutiny of archetypes.
Throughout the pointed search other concepts and iaeas emerged, each unfolding into sti 11
more ideas. Then arose the next momentous question. If a language of architecture was
developed around the elements, what would be a way to order such elements? A question
of spatial order prompted the interest in topology. Brought to the study was the allurement
toward primordial, ancient, and particularly medieval space. The only means to describe
these phenomenological spaces was through topology. Most of the work occurring after
medieval architecture generally lacked the spatial phenomenology fundamental to the
search. Perhaps the more recent art and architecture was preoccupied with scientific
approaches, and did not yield to place. Nonetheless, topology is of recent identification
as terminology is concerned, but in idea it reaches to the very origins of spatial
connectedness in architecture.
However there were more ponderances. With a better comprehension of archetypal
elements, and a better understanding of architectural space, the next step had to concern
itself with the complexities of urban form. The analogical order which constitutes place
was to become of great interest. It was obvious that what was needed was a discourse on
morphology and typology, to describe the complex order of form and structure. In
morphology, type is a more specific identification of the physical conditions relevant to the
study. At that point the gaps no longer seemed large. There were secondary and tertiary
findings along the way. The design project continued progressing while the main topics
commenced to spiral and reach attrition . The quest is no longer linear but circular. The
project informs the topics, the topics inform each other in addition to reinforming the
project. The subtopics also demanded more attention and were brdught into the field, but
with refrain, they had to remain autonomous. Each concept had to maintain its position,
as did the parts of the project, otherwise the work would become unclear and non-distinct.
There was a realization that the ideas would continue expanding. Now the thesis had
reached the point of presentation, fore the search had revealed urban form .

I .Masons at work . illustration from Psalms. the
Gospil and the Sem1ons of St. G regory Na zianzu s

Archetypes

•note on autonomy
Ofcritical importance to the inquiry was autonomy.
The over-riding premise is that architecture can
sustain inclusive criticism. Autonomous criticism
allows for self-reference to better examine
architecture's eternal diction, thus leading to the
study of realities within the physical and theoretical
realm of architecture. However, autonomy should
not be mistaken for non-relation, unconnectedness,
or divisiveness; there is no attempt at polarization.
This istosaythatthemethod of inquiry is not based
on causal relationships, but on certain interconnected meaningful kinships. Withautonomycornes
an inevitable justification of a work of art, and
without apology it allovvs the artist to defend a
certain posture.

Additionally, autonomy is more than a device
exercised in architectural inquiry, it also offers a
prolificmethodfordesign.Autonomyallovvsoneto
effectively cross time and style barriers, while keepingthings inspecificallyphysicalterms. Mostimportantly, autonomy allows the architect to learn as
much from Michelangelo as Le Corbusier. Aldo
Rossi not only distinguishes autonomy of the city as
the necessary condition for its endurance, but likewise expresses the importance of the autonomous
artifact for the city's sustenance.
Autonomy simply allows for an architecture of selfreliance, and intrinsic evaluation. Under this criteria
the architect will better be able to order her palette.

When the words archetype and architecture are juxtaposed
as in archetypal architecture, the concept may be Looked
upon as a line, shape, or depth perception that manifests
itself as an autonomous, a priori image.
Bettina Knapp; Archef)pes, Architecture and the Writer
With prodigious gratitude the quest revealed the idea of archetypes. For the purpose of the
inquiry archetypes will be defined as ideas and forms which humankind have in common
or certainly better explained by C. G. Jung, "Archetypes are not images with content-rather
forms without content representing the possibility of a certain type of perception."
Archetypal forms are universals which bide outside of time and are not bound to any
eschatological, linear, or historical spheres.
However, Northrop Frye provided the most significant influence on the reverie. His clear
understanding and explanation prompted the interests in the subject. His ideas on
archetypes define the position of this portion of the inquiry.

Criticism as knowledge, the criticism which is compelled to keep
talki.ng about the subject, recognizes thatfact that there is a center
ofthe order of words.
Unless there is such a center, there is nothing to prevent the
analogies supplied by convention and genre from being an
endless series offree associations, perhaps suggestive, perhaps
even tantalizing, but never creating a real stuctUre. The study of
archetypes is the study ofliterary symbols as parts ofa whole. If
there are such things as archetypes at all, then, we have to take yet
another step, and concieve the posibility of a self-contained
literary universe. Either archetypal criticism is a will-o '-the-wisp,
an endless labyrinth without an outlet, or we have to assume that
literature is a total fonn , and not simply the name given to the
aggregate ofexisting literCl/)' works.
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Ifarchetypes are communicable symbols, and there is a center,
then there is a group ofuniversal symbols. I do not mean by this
phrase that there is any archetypal code book which has been
memorized by all human societies without exception. I mean that
some symbols are images of things common to all men, and
therefore have a co1mmmicable power which is potentially
unlimited. Such symbols include those offood, drink, ofthe quest
or journey, oflight and darkness, and ofse.xudl fulfillment.
In the archetypal phase the work ofliterary art is myth, and unites
the ritual and the dream. By doing so it limits the dream: it makes
it plausible and acceptable to a social waking consciuosness...

Stonehenge

When we pass i.nto anagogy, nature becomes, not the container,
but the thing contained, and the archetypal universal symbols, the
city, the garden, the quest, the marriage, are no longer the
desirable fonns that man constructs inside nature...
Nature is now inside the mind ofan infinite man who builds his
cities out ofthe Milky Wm·.
Northrop Frye: A111110111Y of Criticism
2

Eventhough Frye speaks of literary criticism it is just as valid for our purposes to transpose
the concepts of architectural and architecture with those of literary and literature.
Understand that because of multiple meanings and form, language can become poetry.
Th is al lows one to see how a work of architecture can become poetry through autonomous
archetypal forms.The analysis as it stands exudes architectural references; using analogies
labyrinth, light, darkness, the garden, and cities. This brings attention to the power of the
architectural archetype. Architecture need not be analogous its origins are archetypal, and
forms numerous.
A coherent set of spatial and elemental forms provided by antiquity allows the architect to
make a place or situation humankind knows intuitively. In an antiquarian study many
forms, if considered reductively, are found to be universal, even if there histories did not
inform one another. For example, archetypally a square in ancient India is not different
from one in Roman Italy. Proportion, which is culturally biased, and available material will
differ but on the basis of archetypal f~!m they coincide.

Collonade. St. Peter's piazza, Rome

Jung, who studied the subject extensively, places archetypes in the collective unconscious
of the psyche. He defines archetypes as oppositional yet complementary to instincts. And
furthermore suggests that a balance of the two facilitated primordial man's course. He also
argues that early man was more apt to be in touch with instinct and messages from the
unconscious. This is believed to have been exploited through ritual and myth . We find
archetypes perceived in the form of primordial images in dreams, legends, fairy tales,
myths, religious, and cultural notions. Archetypal design is more about primordial or
eternal existence than it is about the personal and temporal world.

Primordial images are but so maf!y invitatio~is to start
imagining again. They give us back dreas ofbeing houses in
which the human being's certainty ofbeing is concentrated.
Gaston Bache lard, Poetics of Space

Street. Agra, India
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I( one h,1cl to select ,1 period o( architecture which embra ces archetypztl design, post primorcl ial ly, he would undoubtabl e notice th e medieval period for its art ,111d architecture.
Jung states that medi eva l man had a unique balan ce of worldliness and sp irituality. For the
first time in th e west their was equivocal emergence of two cultural forces; the 'tangibl e
world' remained equiponderated with the 'metaphysical potencies' of the time. The
archetypal forms, street and square, became pronounced as never before or since. The
unique balance of urban artifact and the concern for the collective urban effect remains
astonishing. The medieval architects, to paraphrase Vico, thought in terms of things . Here
typology becomes an important ramification of archetypes. Aldo Rossi states, "Ultimately,
we can say that type is the very idea of architecture, that which is closest to its essence."
Typology allows for specific element and form identification .

As the architect reduces forms typologically he will certainly discover that knowledge of
history, culture, and function are more important than the boundaries of each . For
example, the agora and the forum belong to the same architectural type, with obvious
differences in culture and function . Here function has little to do with form . Function as a
method of inquiry can be a factor, but it cannot alone begin to approach the complexities
of architectural form. Only through reductive analysis can we better understand elements
typologically. Quatremere de Quincy writes, "the word 'type' represents not so much the
image of a thing to be copied or perfectly immitated as the idea of an element that must
itself serve as the rule for the model.
To regain any resemblance to such thought in architecture today is refreshing. The world
as science has dominated modern man's pursuits. This extreme emphasi5 on scientific
knowledge must be held in balance with metaphysical ponderances . It is within recent
years that we have witnessed a return to archetypal.autonomous concerns in architecture.
Archetypal design is key to universal communicarion of ideas and forms, which is not to
imply that architecture should forfeit cultural diversity. Archetypal architecture is simpl y
an enrichment and an empowerment of architecture and humankind.

Entrance gate

Fatepur Sikri ; Agra. Indi a
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Topology

•note on genius loci
For 111ythical thinking the relationship between what a
thing 'is· and the place in which it is situated is nei•er
pure/ye;.1ema/ and accidental, the place is itselfa pan
of the things being, and place confers very specific
inner ties upon the thing.
Cassier, T71e Philosophy ofSymbolic
Fon11S: volume 2: Mythical Thought

Camillo Sitte, an urban theorist of the late 19th
century, who was perhaps unacquainted with the
notion of archetypes, wrote in a passage about Pisa.
"There is nothing there to distract our thoughts or to
intrude our daily affairs." This rnaybetheessenceor
certainly a nuance of archetypal design. Genius loci
or character of place is the main thrust of Sitte's
writings. Character although many times not so
label led has always been a concern of architecture.
It has worn many names; beauty, aesthetic intention, and even function. If memory is deemed an
important part of understanding the nuances of
archetypal architectural form it would seem appropriate to discuss character of place. Character in
these terms is not limited to qualitative analysis,
especially when attempting to survey particular
physical forms.

The spatial character of place comes to culmination when we begin to understand
topology, which has origins coinciding with those of architecture. The first time the
relationship of two or more forms was spatially considered establishes the union of
topology and architecture. Piaget contends in "A Childs Conception of Space" that space
is not Euclidean, but topological. However, the Greeks may have been the first to
methodically utilize the ideas. In Greece, as Doxiadis wrote, "man himself was the center
and point of reference in the formation of architectural space." With the Greek's obsession
for proportion, harmony, and mathematics there is no wonder there space would be
conceived of with precision and complexity. 'Traditional' city design first came to full
attrition in Heraion at Samos in a public space to honor the gods, where a plaza of great
importance emerged. The ideas would then be further determined and employed to
construct the Acropolis, Delphi, and Olympia.

Aesthetic form was created by man to give pleasure to man.
Pains were taken to place each structure and each group of
structures to the utmost perfection, so that they could be
enjoyed from every viewpoint...
The 'traditional' Greek system took all space into account,
and all three dimensional masses, man-made or natural,
were incorporated as volumes in space. Voids as well as
masses had their aesthetic form, since they constitute architectural space-the space that is created by man to enhance
his sense of well-being.
Konstatinos Doxiadis; Space in Aneient Greece
II Campo, Siena

Sitte'soperativeterm 'artistic principles' is his way of
convencing architects and urban designers to consider character of place with elemental and spatial
devices, whilestessingthe importance ofan ordered
whole. He remarks that cities have been stripped of
the elements which are vital for instance;open stairs,
ledges, balconies, arcades, free standing towers,
courtyards, and plazas. This set could be expanded
to include squares, streets, columns, and walls.
These are the elements which constitute an archetypal palette of architecture. He also offers several
ways in which architects may achieve the spatial
complexities found in medieval forms, which begins to pose questions for topology. Nonetheless,
these medieval spatial conformations are in themselves archetypal as are the elements and forms
which make or enclose them. Here enclosure
implies built or inferred boundaries.

Old Square, Prague

The distinctiFe quality of any nuin nuide place is
enclosure, and spatial pmpenies are detemzined bY
holl' it is enclosed. T7ze cultural imponance ofdefining
an area which is qualitative~v different from the surroundings. cannot be over estimated.
The 'temenos' is the arche01xil fonn <!f meaning/it!
.17X1ce. and cm1stitwes the point <?fdepa1111reforhw11a11
settle111e111s.
Cl11istian Norberg-Shulr...Genius Loci
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To understate the architectural impact of the Greek's spatial explorations would be an
oversight of gross magnitude. This action was to become the accepted idea of spatial order
for Roman and medieval architecture, which was informed of the method if not through
writings then through observation . The impact eastward was significant as well. Not until
the Renaissance were the ideas transformed or abandoned for yet another Greek notion,
the 'grid-iron' system, which was first used by the Greeks for street layout, but never for
pub I ic places of significance. Perhaps the genealogy of the term square, as it refers to urban
space, would refer to this notion. For the most part the architects of the Renaissance
reversed the idea, perspectival 'traditional' space was made subordinate or abandon for
preference of axis, plane geometry, and forced linear perspective. Engineers are introduced
and begin to dictate streets and public spaces. This shift represents a paradigmatic
reformation of space in cities.
Topology is the science of spatial connectedness. It is here an architect can find or make
order of a place. This spatial understanding can be used to interconnect determinate
artifacts or when appropriate disconnect them; a way to design order or as Jung said,
"confusion unconfused". The predominate devices of topology in architecture are topography (the nature of a place), geometry, sets of elements, and autonomous form. Under
these circumstances we begin to understand primordial, Greek, and medieval spatial
configurations. If embraced by architects Platonic solids and Euclidean plane geometries
would become secondary to spatial reality; each place offering intrinsic possibilities.
Topology requires the architect to consider all facets, notjustthose which fit into contrived
pure geometric solutions.

Instead of building up from a point to a line, to a surface, to
a solid, another way is to start with a (finite) body, and then
to introduce the surface as the bound~ry or section ofa body,
the Lines as the boundary or section of a surface, the points
as the boundary or section of a line. "
W. Lietzmann, Visual Topology

There is strong disbelief that spatial urban forms can simply bed iscussed with sol id or plane
geometries. The circle, the square, and the triangle are not enough to comprehend
the complexities of space. Spatial types include but are restricted to these
geometries. Many urban theorists are wrong to infer that spatial types can all
be explained in simple geometric terms. Sitte eludes to this through examination
of the complexities of medieval urban space, where the design of open spaces and
placement of buildings is a carefully ordered - interrelated entity. In addition, he remarks,
"Modern city building completely reverses the proper relationship between built up area
and open spaces - streets and plazas - were designed to have an enclosed character for a
definite effect. Today (1890) we normally begin by parcelling out buildings sites and
whatever is left over is turned into streets and plazas."

Perhaps to better illustrate the point we should
use one of Doxiadis' diagrams which combine
plan and sight lines to examine the order of the
Acropolis. You will notice how buildings are
revealed as corners, not straight elevation, and
the importance of looking through one thing to
see another. Also the placement of statues to
not hinder the path but to compliment the
overall perspectival nature of the space. In
short a depthful understanding of heterotopic
space.
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3. axon of Acropolis
4. plan of Acropolis with sight lines
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Morphology
•note on perspectival space
In design of heterotopic urban places perspective
offers the architect an architectural, not mathematical or geometrical, ordering principle. Control of perspective is the means of providing spatial
consciousness. A perspectival view of space asks
one to compose definite conditions. In reality we
find that Renaissancial, systematic perspective is a
technique of spatial representation, so why has it
become the only accepted representation? Philosophy and theism should be referenced when
discussing influences on perspective, which did
not develop in a vacuum.
Perspective in the Renaissance meant reference
and representation of an infinite universe, it was in
sync with the intellectual and religious views of the
day. Just as representation of infinity in Greece
would have not been possible undertheirviewsof
space, where the emphasis was on the fin iteworld.
The value of the mathematical perspective is not in
question, however does it accommodate us today?
The Renaissancial principles became dependent
on monument and linear axis, not eternal spatial
order. Ancient and medieval architects used a
depthful comprehension of space, which was
more atoned to looking into space or through
space.

The topics thus far allow for a better understanding of a general direction or impetus in
architecture, but with the introduction of morphology we arrive at the catalyst in the
inquiry. Morphology allows one to define form in terms of the elements that constitute the
whole. This includes specific elements of the city as well as the elements of a particular
construction. Discussed is morphological recognition, which is facilitated through autonomy. Appropriately, the previous discussion in archetypes applies here, because
morphology also recognizes there are transitory and recurrent configurations in physical
objects and events. Morphology here is an attempt at a descriptive account of works and
types of architecture, and is not only concerned with anatomy but also physiology.
The word 'morphology' attributed to Goethe was first applied in biology. Plants and
animals have widely diversified forms, and these are described in biological morphology.
However, in contrast with biology an analysis of architecture requires more than simple
dissection. It requires one to also to know origins and cultures so that they do not become
an obstacle to the inquiry. Morphology is not only concerned with the generalities of type
but also with the particular components of a construction or illustrated architectural idea;
the unique aspects of a work.
The purpose of morphology is to further define the city typologically in terms of its forms
and structure. Form is analogical and requires both material and content. We can typify the
city as a whole by examining its elements; the open and closed spaces, or by identifying
the square(s) and the street(s). The morphological study of a particular building or artifact
or the character of the collective urban effect is a rigorous involvement. We then begin to
examine the specifics of urban space enclosure; the colonnade, the column, the base of
the column. We illustrate the differences between this elements in a public verses private
setting or through the use of other parameters, such as, topography, scale, proportion,
rythm, or sound .

Loggia del Signoria

Erwin Panofsky discusses the two principle concepts of space, in which "systematic space" refers
to the Renaissance and 'aggregate space' refers to
the Middle Ages. He writes about Pomponi us and
Gauricus who believed, ''The place exists prior to
the bodies brought to the place and therefore must
first be designed linearly." We notice no grasp of
heterotopic space with this description.

When work on certain artistic problems has advanced so far thatfurther work in the same direction,
proceeding/ram the same premises, appears unlikely
to bear fruit, the result is often a great recoil or
perhaps better, a reversal of direction. Such rever.mls. H'hich are often associated with a transfer of
a11istic 'leadership' to a nell" country or a new genre,
create the possibility oferecting a new edifice out of
the old: they do this precisely b_\'C1ba11do11i11g 11 ·hat has
alreadr been achiel'ed, thar is, by fuming back to
apparemly 111ore primitil·e modes of representation.
Erwin Panoffky. Perspectil'e as
Sy111bolic Form

Siena
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An observant architect will ascertain why certain forms or elements seem appropriate in
a given circumstance. With this information the said architect can choose to embrace or
deny this form or elemental relationship. Morphological questions arrive at rudimental
comprehensions of the things which constitute architectural thought.
However, the study of morphemes cannot be limited to the objects of the city. It must
include the voids as well. Medieval space for example is a complex relationship of artifact,
open space, and collective effect. One of the most poetic occasions in this type occurs
within the seemingly finite enclosure of the square when there is Gothic cathedral with
repetitive infinite spatial qualities. This microcosmic reversal of the universe isa type which
yields enormous potential for the architect.
Obviously morphological questions require the architect to limit and specify the objective
of the inquiry, or she may find herself on an endless search. The contention of types is that
there is no such thing as truth, there is only essence.
Carpetl'vtuseurn,Anihedebad
Cranbrooke Academy, Detroit

Tudelo, Spain
Arnhedabad School of Business, Kahn
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Modena cemetery; Rossi

Amber Fort

Trieste

Salimehisti
La Tourette, Le Corbusier

Waterfront warehouses; Savanah, GA
Ronchamp; Le Corbusier
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•note on urban form
The central purpose of this search is to better
understand urban form. As architects, we should
be faced with questions which we can approach,
namely those of the physical-made environment. "The architecture of the city'., is one such
issue. The big question remains to be asks, are
the topics, archetypes, topology, and morphology, sufficient for studying urban forms?
Primordial man'sdesiretomakeurbanform led
to his ultimate accomplishment; the city. As
architects we ask what remains of this early
content in our cities, and are forced to ask what
has been forgotten. Ancient, classical, and
medieval architects may have been better
equipped to distinguish important elements of
urban form. The modern cities, in comparison,
have become hollow with meaning dispersed
site by site. The collective urban effect seems
forgotten or at most ill-considered.
Give the architect the ability to step out of the
site and contribute to the entrance, the enclosure, and the street. Sitte clamors, "architects,
of course can design (functional) towers, balconies, caryatids, and gables, but they are unable
to get a cent for columns, porticos, arc de
triomphe, or other features that could give
character and art form to streets and plazas.
Open space which should serve everyone actually belongs to the engineers and the hygienists." In addition, continuing to transport alien
forms to a city means nothing, fore this practice
only acts to tear down autonomy and collective
character. Sitte further writes that city planning
has become grossly oversimplified. As architects, we can legitimately ask why Barcelona is
architecturally better equipped than Los Angeles, but inquiry of this nature must remain
physically or theoretically significant to architecture. All things considered, we return to the
notion of legitimate autonomous criticism.
A clear example of archetypal urban form is the
street and the square, which goes on to discuss
specific constructions, forms and space. Elementally speaking the street cou Id be made of
walls, a floor, and openings, proportion not
withstanding. The square could consist of
artifact(s), collectively effective structures, a
floor, colonnades, a column, walls, towers,
and openings, and again proportion and order.
And the city itself, conceived of as an autonomous entity, which requires an ordered whole,
not checker-board order, but real order respecting the place. This insists upon a strong
comprehension of topology and ideas on how

6. First Known Map; Constantnople
Drawn 1420, by Buon del Monte
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Conclusion

things should relate, lead into, or disassociate
from one another. A culture becomes enriched
when confronted effortlessly with well designed
order and architecture which embraces lives.
And finally, the city made of interlocking types
and symbols. It is made of public buildings and
spaces, for example theaters, churches, civic
buildings, office buildings, squares and plazas.
The city must also include buildings and spaces
for living and dwelling, for example, apartments, chapels, inns, houses, streets, and
squares, more private in nature. However, not
to be forgotten are the trains, the power plants,
industrial buildings, and warehouses. All of
which can easily complement each other and
help to bring about character of place through
collage. Zoning ordinances are in direct conflict with harmonic urban form. Factories are
now clean, government and civic buildings
should be accessible, and people should be
able to chose to walk to work. Modern cities
and particularly post automobile cities are the
most restrictive in this sense. What freedom has
been gained? And are our streets really streets
or merely a place for the transportation of
vehicles? However, of equal importance, the
forms themselves lack substance. A place of
dwelling has become indistinguishable from a
place of business, which is a direct reflection on
the architect. There should be no judgment
made if the architect has made such decisions
consciously, which is doubtful.

Urban form cannot be approached unless the architect is willing to study origin and history
of cities . There was categorical reluctance to this in the modern movement, and even
somewhat in this study, probably a residual of modernism . There was an underlying
concern that what may come to light were historicist tendencies and styles. This is an
unfounded assumption, fore what was revealed were timeless concepts and ideas.
Architecture should be of its day, but more importantly it should not be based on temporal
issues.
Archetypes, topology, and morphology are sufficient to study urban form . They are eternal
concerns that go to the very essence of the subject, and with some regret they were only
touched upon here. Further study is warranted and welcomed, but a simple approach is
more apt to bring forth complex findings and comprehensions .
Not since the inspiring work of Aldo Rossi and Robert Venturi has there been a real treatise
put forward on urban form by architects. As architects we should not be resolved to believe
that city can be anyone else's concern. Even meager attempts, as this, are a continuing effort
to return architects to the city that can never escape us again.

l. Architecture of the City is a book authored byAldo Rossi

7. Florence, Piaza la Signoria
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8.St. Marks; published 1599; Donato Rasciotti

9. Map of Tenochtilan, Albrecht Diirer
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•note on American cities
The American city is a product of American
society. That is to say, it is democratic and
economically driven. The Jeffersonian agrarian model remains the prevelant ordering
system. The cities were effortlessly grided and
parcelled out, as if it were the only way.
Arguably American cities are comprised of
the best buildings anywhere. The strongest
part of the American city is its individual
artifacts and collage. Venturi states, The
seemingly chaotic juxtapositions of honkytonk elements express an intriguing kind of
vitality and validity, and they produce an
unexpected appraoch to unity as well ."
Because of the infinite grid and the frontier
idea of conquring nature there are no
boundaries. The cities have no walls to keep
out would be aggressors or keep in would be
disconcentors. They are wide open to the
landscape. Tax structure, zoning laws, and
city planners see that no visionary approaches
can betaken . Short term profit and the 'growth
mentality' is the normal mode of operation.
There are exceptions, but many times they
can be attributed to geographic restrictions,
not to thoughtful city designers. There has
been much attention paid to town planning in
recent years with some physical consequences,
however the overall significance is minimal,
with exception to Holl, Gondelsonas,
Machado, and Silvetti, and other work of this
type. The conservative growth as usual pol icy
has been devistating.
However, of late there has been great retrospection, fore the conservationists have determined that any structure built before a
certain time must be worthy of perserving,
and on many occasions effectively cripple a
forward thinking architect. There must be a
ba Iance brought to these encounters . The best
cities are those which build on the strong parts
or construct new strong parts and those who
objectively evaluate existing structures. I agree
that not one more bu i Iding should be destroyed
to build a parking lot, there is no logic to this
procedure. Would anyone need to drive to a
city that was only made of parking structures?
Cities require density to thrive. Without density the collage becomes too transparent and
open, which applies to the physical objects
and the events they support.

10. First American City, St. Augustine

One such strong point of the American city is
its industrial artifacts. Not only symbolically
did the industrial revolution shape many
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American cities, but also changed the perception of the city. Typically the factories, warehouses, and manufacturing plants are the
most prevelant forms of the city. The industrial
aesthetic is accessible to all American city
dwellers.
In America we do not build cathederals with
plazas, we build shopping malls with parking
lots. There are very few sacred symbols, mass
production and media have reduced practically everything to signs. American cities are
allegorical; full of ordinary signs which have
lost there power to express meaning. To this
end, is not Times Square all right? It came
about through an intentional architectural act
to place a prominent diagonal (Broadway)
through the city, much like las Romblas bisects
Barcelona. Venturi is masterful in his praises
of accidental America, while at the same time
holding the intentional in great regard.

The project presented is the genus of the thesis. It posed the inquiries which have
proceeded and became the test ground of sorts for the ideas that insued. The project, about
urban form, takes place in an American city of small scale (100,000 occupants). Like many
small American cities it suffers architecturally and culturally. The people who work in the
city do not live, go to theater, or launch political protests there. Buildings are destroyed at
an alarming rate to make room for parking garages while parking lots already consume
every open orifice. ft is an agrarian city which has fallen under the attack of the automobile
as have most grided agrarian cities. The railroad made the city and continues to have great
influence today, and from the hundreds of train tracks and trains which parade and cut
through the city, there is no passenger station. The public train station closed; the trains only
haul coal. The city needed identity, which could only occur through a grand infusion of
architecture that would order what is left of the urban form. The opportunities were
enormous.
The new plaza was required to give order to the city in a place that has become very
important to the city. The site chosen borders the railroad on one side and feeds into the
city on the other, and offers a bridge to a historical landmark hotel. Traffic using the street
which currently pierces the site will be diverted and the small truss bridge will be claimed
by the pedestrians as part of a gate from the historical hotel and a small but architecturally
and culturally rich ethnic community to the city.
The site is a mostly abandoned warehouse area centrally located in the city with
architectural promise. What was needed was a public plaza of appropriate scale to act as
a fulcrum. The central square which already exists should also be reclaimed with a new
floor and a fountain, fore now it is a parking lot. The project is.about the open spaces and
the buildings which enclose them. The building types chosen to enclose the plaza are a
market, a theater, a museum, a battlement building, and a tower. The existing warehouses
would become shops on the lower floors and apartments on the upper floors. All of the
constructions wou Id be elemental. They are made of typological elements which are easily
identifiable and do what one would expect. The market building is made of stoa, a frame,
and a wall. The theater is made of an open-air circular court, a gateway, columns, and
segmented walls with oversized pilasters. The museum is made of a colonnade, walls, and
a screen. The battlement building is for civic offices, and is made of walls and a central
court.
The clock tower serves several architectural purposes. Firstly, visually it makes one
spatially aware through its verticality within the plaza. It also terminates the axis of the street
which was diverted, but more specifically it provides a place to look down into the plaza.
The clock gives an identifiable sound to the plaza. The floor which is an extremely
important element to the whole also acts as a giver of sound. It is a medieval floor of
cobblestone which flows into and around spaces and forms. The floor is not a plinth but
a topographic construction. Morphologically, the floor gives the plaza form. It offers a clear
way to drain rain water and collects it at the base of the fountain. There are no tricks.

Existing site warehouses

The buildings were ordered topologically to achieve spatial closure with great attention to
perspectival perceptions, while not contradicting the established spatial order of the city.
However, by allowing the buildings to remain autonomous they m,aif1tain . a desired
conviction; each type specific, and each element clear. The order of the whole and the
particular occurrence requires orchestration and balance. Morphology allows the architect to understand the rudimental elements of the medieval plaza and the American city.
Here the architect uses analysis and synthesis to develop a new type of plaza.
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•three typologi es

Theater

The theater has three clear divisions the entrance lobby, the seating section, and th e
stage area. It is a cultural building which is an
indicator of a cities well being. Thetheater has
existed as an architectural type for millinia.
Today going to the theater is one of the few
rituals remaing. This should be nutured through
an appropriate construction, in an appropriate place.
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Market

Theater

The market is made of repeated elements,
which act to provide a phenomenological
screen for the structure inside. Typically they
are much longer than they are tall. A market is
a place of coming together. The type embodies the event, which can be expanded to
include festivals and holidays. It also allows
the plaza to have a more continous life, and
varied vendors insures a collage of these
events.
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PADOV A: le piante de/ Palazzo de/la Ragione. Sopra, ii piano terrenu con i tempi costru1ti1•i: . n_ella
parte mediana l'impianto d"origine ,·on la div1S1one
a botteghe; ai margini le auiunte dei ponicati esterni trecentesca e quattrocentesca. Sotto, ii sa/one de/
primo piano antecedente al/"intervento trecentesco di
Fra Giovanni deg/i Eremitani.

Battlement

The battlement structure has been removed
from its context. Some types have such a
strong resounding form they can become
something else. The battlement is mostly enclosed with walls and is crowned with battlements. Openings are few and well pronounced . Many times there is an open intimate
court inside. The form when placed correctly
provides complex shadows on the plaza.
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•industrial aesthetic
Industrial artifacts deeply influenced the
project. The clear aesthetic which is inherent
to these forms and structures has always intrigued me. Beyond this affinity, they exude
qualities which are worthy of architectural
inquiry. In many ways they are to the Ameri can city what the Cathedral is to the medieval
city, by this I refer to architectural substance
and physical prominence not metaphysical
content. However, a strong argument could
be made for this analogy. But our purpose is
to architecturally define and analyze the
proposition of an industrial aesthetic.

Abandon incenorator; Norfolk, VA

First it would be appropriate to define the
elements and forms of such an aesthetic.
There are the smoke stacks, the many mullioned glass walls, the trusses, and the distinctively simplistic materials used in obvious
ways. There is the efficient rhythm of walls
and columns, and their magnanimous scale
and proportion.
The site chosen for the project encapsulates
an industrial genre, although now it exists as
a hof low example. Through the making of the
place there were conscious decisions made to
expand on this concept. Through iconology
we understand the presence of the industrial
artifact. Industrial artifacts embody American
society. They may be our clearest or least
compromised symbols.
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